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Nuclear	  Experimental	  Constraints	  

Lakmer,	  Lim	  ApJ771	  (2013)	  
Lakmer,	  Steiner	  EPJA50	  (2013)	  

L=44-‐66MeV	  

	  (pion	  photoproducRon	  	  
Tarbert	  et	  al	  PRL112,	  2014)	  

Δrnp=	  0.09-‐0.19	  fm	  

Δrnp=	  0.33	  +16/-‐18	  fm	  

(PREX,	  Abrahamyan	  et	  al	  PRL108,	  201)	  



ConnecRng	  nuclear	  experiment	  to	  neutron	  stars	  

Consistent	  crust-‐core	  models:	  
-‐  Skyrme	  or	  RMF	  
-‐  Crust:	  CLDM/3DHF	  
-‐  Vary	  L;	  J	  follows	  PNM	  

correlaRon	  to	  ensure	  
sensible	  crustal	  neutrons	  

To	  compare	  to	  some	  recent	  
experimental	  results:	  
-‐  3DHF	  calculaRons	  the	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  neutron	  skin	  of	  Pb208	  	  
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ΔΩ	  /Ω	  ≈	  10–	  6	  ,	  Δtg~	  1000	  days	  	  ΔΩ	  /Ω	  ≈	  10–	  9,	  Δtg~	  200	  days	  	  	  	  	  

Crab	   Vela	  

• 	  AcRvity	  parameter:	  	  	  Ag	  =	  (1/Tobs)	  ΣΔΩ/Ω	  =	  average	  rate	  of	  relaRve	  spin-‐up	  due	  to	  glitches	  
• 	  Crab:	  Ag	  ~	  10–	  9	  yr-‐1	  
• 	  Vela:	  Ag	  ~	  10–	  7	  yr-‐1	  

Pulsar	  glitches:	  the	  observaRons	  

Espinoza	  et	  al	  2011	  
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TesRng	  glitch	  models	  with	  nuclear	  experiment	  

Espinoza	  et	  al	  2011	  
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we shall referred to as the charged component of the star),
�I/I � 1.6% ⇥ G (Link et al. 1999). Assuming the angular
momentum reservoir is the whole of the crustal neutron su-
perfluid �I = Icsf and the charged component it couples to
is essentially the whole star I = Itot, many realistic neutron
star (NS) equations of state (EoSs) can satisfy the condi-
tion �I/I � 1%, and indeed it can be used to constrain
the NS EoS (Lorenz et al. 1993; Link et al. 1999). However,
recent calculations of the strength of entrainment of con-
duction neutrons by the crustal lattice via Bragg scattering
suggest that the fraction of neutrons in the crust decoupled
from the charged component of the star and able to act as
the angular momentum reservoir is e⇤ectively �I ⇤ 0.2Icsf ,
making �I/I too small to explain the observed glitch sizes
at a first glance (Chamel 2012a,b; Andersson et al. 2012),
and thus suggesting one must go beyond the crust to find the
angular momentum reservoir. These studies assume a tight
coupling between crust and core so that I ⇤ Itot. However,
estimates of the crust-core coupling timescales due to inter-
actions of neutron vortices and type-I or type-II supercon-
ducting protons (Alpar & Sauls (1988); Sedrakian (2005);
Andersson et al. (2006); Jones (2006); Babaev (2009); Link
(2012)) do not preclude the possibility of only a small frac-
tion of the core neutrons being coupled to the crust at the
time of glitch, and in the latter case suggest that this is in
fact likely. Therefore it is possible that I ⌅ Itot, allowing
the ratio �I/I to satisfy the lower bound of 1.6% again with
only crustal superfluid neutrons involved.

Recently, a detailed model of such a scenario incorpo-
rating microscopic calculations of the pinning force through-
out the crust and a hydrodynamic evolution of the vor-
tices, was shown to explain qualitatively the Vela glitch
sizes and post-glitch rotational evolution and potentially
constrain the EOS (Haskell et al. 2012; Pizzochero 2011;
Seveso et al. 2012), despite remaining uncertainties in as-
pects of the glitch model such as the trigger mechanism
(Glampedakis & Andersson 2009; Warszawski et al. 2012)
and ignoring the entrainment of neutrons in the crust. In
this model the dynamics of the vortices are such that, on
timsescales of ⇤ 3yrs, crustal superfluid neutrons depin in
a front which moves radially outwards from the base of the
crust until it reaches densities at which the pinning force is a
maximum. At this point, the accumulated angular momen-
tum of the pinning front is transferred to the charged com-
ponent of the star suddenly, and the glitch occurs. Due to
the analogy of pushing snow slowly up a hill before releasing
it down the other side, it is referred to as the “snowplough”
model by the authors. One feature of the model is that the
vortices are pinned only in the region where they are totally
immersed in the crust, an equatorial ring which accounts for
⇤ 10% the mass of the whole crust, therefore reducing �I
by a factor of ⇤10. In this model, the crust-core coupling is
such that I ⌅ Itot, and so the ratio �I/I is still able to ac-
count for the observed Vela glitch activity for selected EoSs
(Seveso et al. 2012). In addition, it can also account for the
initial relative post-glitch acceleration of the crust inferred
from the 2000 Vela glitch timing data (Dodson et al. 2002).
With entrainment yet to be taken into account, however, it
remains an open question as to the e⌃cacy of the the model.

The aim of this paper is to examine the range of pre-
dictions for �I/I and for the initial post-glitch acceleration
within the framework of the “snowplough” model by varying

the most uncertain nuclear matter parameters over their ex-
perimentally and theoretically constrained ranges, and tak-
ing into account entrainment in a simple way akin to the
recent studies (Chamel 2012a; Andersson et al. 2012). To
do this, we shall apply systematically and consistently gen-
erated sequences of crust and core EOSs together with the
relevant crust compositions (Newton et al. 2011) to mod-
eling glitches for the first time. The consistent modeling of
crust and core properties when exploring the dependence of
neutron star observables has been presented before (Gear-
heart et al. 2011; Wen et al. 2012; Newton et al. 2011), and
here extends to modeling the crust thickness, density of su-
perfluid neutrons throughout the crust, core EOS and core
proton fraction using the same underlying nuclear matter
EOSs.

Much e⇤ort has been devoted to constraining the EOS
of nuclear and neutron star matter, particularly through
constraining the density dependence of the symmetry en-
ergy at nuclear saturation density n0, parameterized by
L = 3n0p0 where p0 is the pressure of pure neutron matter
at saturation density, which is strongly correlated with the
pressure in neutron stars at that density. Nuclear experimen-
tal probes (for a recent review see (Tsang et al. 2012)) give a
conservative range of L = 25�105 MeV, although some more
recent results on the nuclear experimental side (Lattimer
& Lim 2012), as well as tentative constraints from neutron
star observation (Newton & Li 2009; Gearheart et al. 2011;
Wen et al. 2012; Steiner & Gandolfi 2012) and from ab-initio
pure neutron matter calculations (Gezerlis & Carlson 2010;
Hebeler & Schwenk 2010; Gandolfi et al. 2012) favor the
lower half of that range (although, for a counter-example,
see e.g. (Sotani et al. 2012)). The high-density behavior of
the EOS is even more uncertain both theoretically and ex-
perimentally (Xiao et al. 2009; Russotto et al. 2011), even
if one restricts the composition to purely nucleonic matter,
with some of the only constraints coming from analysis of
heavy-ion collisions (Danielewicz et al. 2002) and the ob-
servation of a 1.97M� neutron star (Demorest et al. 2010).
In this paper we shall explore the impact of systematically
varying the density dependence of the symmetry energy L
at saturation density on the glitch model.

In Section 2 we describe our glitch modeling and series
of EOSs and how we compare with observational quantities.
In Section 3 we present and discuss our results and in Section
4 we discuss our conclusions.

2 THE GLITCH MODEL

The observed angular frequency, ⇥, of a pulsar is presumed
to be that of its ionic crustal lattice in which the magnetic
field lines are anchored. When considering glitch sizes and
immediate post-glitch evolution, it is important to define
that component of the star strongly coupled to the lattice
on timescales comparable with the glitch rise time, which is
observationally constrained to be ⇥ 40s (Dodson et al. 2002).
In our minimal model of the core which contains purely nu-
cleonic matter, this component contains the core protons
and some fraction of the core neutrons, and we shall refer
to it as the charged component of the star.

We will outline the glitch mechanism according to the
recently studied “snowplough” model, the first attempt at a
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momentum reservoir is the whole of the crustal neutron su-
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is essentially the whole star I = Itot, many realistic neutron
star (NS) equations of state (EoSs) can satisfy the condi-
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from the 2000 Vela glitch timing data (Dodson et al. 2002).
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dictions for �I/I and for the initial post-glitch acceleration
within the framework of the “snowplough” model by varying
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ing into account entrainment in a simple way akin to the
recent studies (Chamel 2012a; Andersson et al. 2012). To
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erated sequences of crust and core EOSs together with the
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at a first glance (Chamel 2012a,b; Andersson et al. 2012),
and thus suggesting one must go beyond the crust to find the
angular momentum reservoir. These studies assume a tight
coupling between crust and core so that I ⇤ Itot. However,
estimates of the crust-core coupling timescales due to inter-
actions of neutron vortices and type-I or type-II supercon-
ducting protons (Alpar & Sauls (1988); Sedrakian (2005);
Andersson et al. (2006); Jones (2006); Babaev (2009); Link
(2012)) do not preclude the possibility of only a small frac-
tion of the core neutrons being coupled to the crust at the
time of glitch, and in the latter case suggest that this is in
fact likely. Therefore it is possible that I ⌅ Itot, allowing
the ratio �I/I to satisfy the lower bound of 1.6% again with
only crustal superfluid neutrons involved.

Recently, a detailed model of such a scenario incorpo-
rating microscopic calculations of the pinning force through-
out the crust and a hydrodynamic evolution of the vor-
tices, was shown to explain qualitatively the Vela glitch
sizes and post-glitch rotational evolution and potentially
constrain the EOS (Haskell et al. 2012; Pizzochero 2011;
Seveso et al. 2012), despite remaining uncertainties in as-
pects of the glitch model such as the trigger mechanism
(Glampedakis & Andersson 2009; Warszawski et al. 2012)
and ignoring the entrainment of neutrons in the crust. In
this model the dynamics of the vortices are such that, on
timsescales of ⇤ 3yrs, crustal superfluid neutrons depin in
a front which moves radially outwards from the base of the
crust until it reaches densities at which the pinning force is a
maximum. At this point, the accumulated angular momen-
tum of the pinning front is transferred to the charged com-
ponent of the star suddenly, and the glitch occurs. Due to
the analogy of pushing snow slowly up a hill before releasing
it down the other side, it is referred to as the “snowplough”
model by the authors. One feature of the model is that the
vortices are pinned only in the region where they are totally
immersed in the crust, an equatorial ring which accounts for
⇤ 10% the mass of the whole crust, therefore reducing �I
by a factor of ⇤10. In this model, the crust-core coupling is
such that I ⌅ Itot, and so the ratio �I/I is still able to ac-
count for the observed Vela glitch activity for selected EoSs
(Seveso et al. 2012). In addition, it can also account for the
initial relative post-glitch acceleration of the crust inferred
from the 2000 Vela glitch timing data (Dodson et al. 2002).
With entrainment yet to be taken into account, however, it
remains an open question as to the e⌃cacy of the the model.

The aim of this paper is to examine the range of pre-
dictions for �I/I and for the initial post-glitch acceleration
within the framework of the “snowplough” model by varying

the most uncertain nuclear matter parameters over their ex-
perimentally and theoretically constrained ranges, and tak-
ing into account entrainment in a simple way akin to the
recent studies (Chamel 2012a; Andersson et al. 2012). To
do this, we shall apply systematically and consistently gen-
erated sequences of crust and core EOSs together with the
relevant crust compositions (Newton et al. 2011) to mod-
eling glitches for the first time. The consistent modeling of
crust and core properties when exploring the dependence of
neutron star observables has been presented before (Gear-
heart et al. 2011; Wen et al. 2012; Newton et al. 2011), and
here extends to modeling the crust thickness, density of su-
perfluid neutrons throughout the crust, core EOS and core
proton fraction using the same underlying nuclear matter
EOSs.

Much e⇤ort has been devoted to constraining the EOS
of nuclear and neutron star matter, particularly through
constraining the density dependence of the symmetry en-
ergy at nuclear saturation density n0, parameterized by
L = 3n0p0 where p0 is the pressure of pure neutron matter
at saturation density, which is strongly correlated with the
pressure in neutron stars at that density. Nuclear experimen-
tal probes (for a recent review see (Tsang et al. 2012)) give a
conservative range of L = 25�105 MeV, although some more
recent results on the nuclear experimental side (Lattimer
& Lim 2012), as well as tentative constraints from neutron
star observation (Newton & Li 2009; Gearheart et al. 2011;
Wen et al. 2012; Steiner & Gandolfi 2012) and from ab-initio
pure neutron matter calculations (Gezerlis & Carlson 2010;
Hebeler & Schwenk 2010; Gandolfi et al. 2012) favor the
lower half of that range (although, for a counter-example,
see e.g. (Sotani et al. 2012)). The high-density behavior of
the EOS is even more uncertain both theoretically and ex-
perimentally (Xiao et al. 2009; Russotto et al. 2011), even
if one restricts the composition to purely nucleonic matter,
with some of the only constraints coming from analysis of
heavy-ion collisions (Danielewicz et al. 2002) and the ob-
servation of a 1.97M� neutron star (Demorest et al. 2010).
In this paper we shall explore the impact of systematically
varying the density dependence of the symmetry energy L
at saturation density on the glitch model.

In Section 2 we describe our glitch modeling and series
of EOSs and how we compare with observational quantities.
In Section 3 we present and discuss our results and in Section
4 we discuss our conclusions.

2 THE GLITCH MODEL

The observed angular frequency, ⇥, of a pulsar is presumed
to be that of its ionic crustal lattice in which the magnetic
field lines are anchored. When considering glitch sizes and
immediate post-glitch evolution, it is important to define
that component of the star strongly coupled to the lattice
on timescales comparable with the glitch rise time, which is
observationally constrained to be ⇥ 40s (Dodson et al. 2002).
In our minimal model of the core which contains purely nu-
cleonic matter, this component contains the core protons
and some fraction of the core neutrons, and we shall refer
to it as the charged component of the star.

We will outline the glitch mechanism according to the
recently studied “snowplough” model, the first attempt at a

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??

Saved	  by	  core	  superfluid	  coupling	  on	  
Rmescales	  larger	  than	  glitch	  rise	  Rme?	  
(Link	  2012;	  Haskell	  et	  al	  2012;	  Seveso	  et	  al	  2012)	  

ΔI	  reduced	  by	  factor	  of	  5	  
I	  reduced	  by	  factor	  of	  2-‐1000	  
	  
OK	  for	  most	  EOSs	  

-‐  Mutual	  fricRon	  couples	  core	  
neutrons	  to	  core	  protons;	  
strength	  quite	  uncertain	  

-‐  FracRon	  of	  core	  neutrons	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  coupled	  to	  crust	  on	  glitch	  
	  	  	  	  	  Rmescales	  Yg	  ≈	  tglitch/tmf	  =	  1	  –	  10-‐3	  
	  	  

TesRng	  glitch	  models	  with	  nuclear	  experiment	  

Yg?	  



	  Core	  

Inner	  Crust	  	  

Outer	  Crust	  

Ω	  ΔI	  
I	  

(Link,	  Epstein,	  Lakmer;	  PRL83	  1999)	  

2 J. Hooker, W. G. Newton and Bao-An Li

we shall referred to as the charged component of the star),
�I/I � 1.6% ⇥ G (Link et al. 1999). Assuming the angular
momentum reservoir is the whole of the crustal neutron su-
perfluid �I = Icsf and the charged component it couples to
is essentially the whole star I = Itot, many realistic neutron
star (NS) equations of state (EoSs) can satisfy the condi-
tion �I/I � 1%, and indeed it can be used to constrain
the NS EoS (Lorenz et al. 1993; Link et al. 1999). However,
recent calculations of the strength of entrainment of con-
duction neutrons by the crustal lattice via Bragg scattering
suggest that the fraction of neutrons in the crust decoupled
from the charged component of the star and able to act as
the angular momentum reservoir is e⇤ectively �I ⇤ 0.2Icsf ,
making �I/I too small to explain the observed glitch sizes
at a first glance (Chamel 2012a,b; Andersson et al. 2012),
and thus suggesting one must go beyond the crust to find the
angular momentum reservoir. These studies assume a tight
coupling between crust and core so that I ⇤ Itot. However,
estimates of the crust-core coupling timescales due to inter-
actions of neutron vortices and type-I or type-II supercon-
ducting protons (Alpar & Sauls (1988); Sedrakian (2005);
Andersson et al. (2006); Jones (2006); Babaev (2009); Link
(2012)) do not preclude the possibility of only a small frac-
tion of the core neutrons being coupled to the crust at the
time of glitch, and in the latter case suggest that this is in
fact likely. Therefore it is possible that I ⌅ Itot, allowing
the ratio �I/I to satisfy the lower bound of 1.6% again with
only crustal superfluid neutrons involved.

Recently, a detailed model of such a scenario incorpo-
rating microscopic calculations of the pinning force through-
out the crust and a hydrodynamic evolution of the vor-
tices, was shown to explain qualitatively the Vela glitch
sizes and post-glitch rotational evolution and potentially
constrain the EOS (Haskell et al. 2012; Pizzochero 2011;
Seveso et al. 2012), despite remaining uncertainties in as-
pects of the glitch model such as the trigger mechanism
(Glampedakis & Andersson 2009; Warszawski et al. 2012)
and ignoring the entrainment of neutrons in the crust. In
this model the dynamics of the vortices are such that, on
timsescales of ⇤ 3yrs, crustal superfluid neutrons depin in
a front which moves radially outwards from the base of the
crust until it reaches densities at which the pinning force is a
maximum. At this point, the accumulated angular momen-
tum of the pinning front is transferred to the charged com-
ponent of the star suddenly, and the glitch occurs. Due to
the analogy of pushing snow slowly up a hill before releasing
it down the other side, it is referred to as the “snowplough”
model by the authors. One feature of the model is that the
vortices are pinned only in the region where they are totally
immersed in the crust, an equatorial ring which accounts for
⇤ 10% the mass of the whole crust, therefore reducing �I
by a factor of ⇤10. In this model, the crust-core coupling is
such that I ⌅ Itot, and so the ratio �I/I is still able to ac-
count for the observed Vela glitch activity for selected EoSs
(Seveso et al. 2012). In addition, it can also account for the
initial relative post-glitch acceleration of the crust inferred
from the 2000 Vela glitch timing data (Dodson et al. 2002).
With entrainment yet to be taken into account, however, it
remains an open question as to the e⌃cacy of the the model.

The aim of this paper is to examine the range of pre-
dictions for �I/I and for the initial post-glitch acceleration
within the framework of the “snowplough” model by varying

the most uncertain nuclear matter parameters over their ex-
perimentally and theoretically constrained ranges, and tak-
ing into account entrainment in a simple way akin to the
recent studies (Chamel 2012a; Andersson et al. 2012). To
do this, we shall apply systematically and consistently gen-
erated sequences of crust and core EOSs together with the
relevant crust compositions (Newton et al. 2011) to mod-
eling glitches for the first time. The consistent modeling of
crust and core properties when exploring the dependence of
neutron star observables has been presented before (Gear-
heart et al. 2011; Wen et al. 2012; Newton et al. 2011), and
here extends to modeling the crust thickness, density of su-
perfluid neutrons throughout the crust, core EOS and core
proton fraction using the same underlying nuclear matter
EOSs.

Much e⇤ort has been devoted to constraining the EOS
of nuclear and neutron star matter, particularly through
constraining the density dependence of the symmetry en-
ergy at nuclear saturation density n0, parameterized by
L = 3n0p0 where p0 is the pressure of pure neutron matter
at saturation density, which is strongly correlated with the
pressure in neutron stars at that density. Nuclear experimen-
tal probes (for a recent review see (Tsang et al. 2012)) give a
conservative range of L = 25�105 MeV, although some more
recent results on the nuclear experimental side (Lattimer
& Lim 2012), as well as tentative constraints from neutron
star observation (Newton & Li 2009; Gearheart et al. 2011;
Wen et al. 2012; Steiner & Gandolfi 2012) and from ab-initio
pure neutron matter calculations (Gezerlis & Carlson 2010;
Hebeler & Schwenk 2010; Gandolfi et al. 2012) favor the
lower half of that range (although, for a counter-example,
see e.g. (Sotani et al. 2012)). The high-density behavior of
the EOS is even more uncertain both theoretically and ex-
perimentally (Xiao et al. 2009; Russotto et al. 2011), even
if one restricts the composition to purely nucleonic matter,
with some of the only constraints coming from analysis of
heavy-ion collisions (Danielewicz et al. 2002) and the ob-
servation of a 1.97M� neutron star (Demorest et al. 2010).
In this paper we shall explore the impact of systematically
varying the density dependence of the symmetry energy L
at saturation density on the glitch model.

In Section 2 we describe our glitch modeling and series
of EOSs and how we compare with observational quantities.
In Section 3 we present and discuss our results and in Section
4 we discuss our conclusions.

2 THE GLITCH MODEL

The observed angular frequency, ⇥, of a pulsar is presumed
to be that of its ionic crustal lattice in which the magnetic
field lines are anchored. When considering glitch sizes and
immediate post-glitch evolution, it is important to define
that component of the star strongly coupled to the lattice
on timescales comparable with the glitch rise time, which is
observationally constrained to be ⇥ 40s (Dodson et al. 2002).
In our minimal model of the core which contains purely nu-
cleonic matter, this component contains the core protons
and some fraction of the core neutrons, and we shall refer
to it as the charged component of the star.

We will outline the glitch mechanism according to the
recently studied “snowplough” model, the first attempt at a
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Pinning	  only	  happens	  when	  vorRces	  
completely	  immersed	  in	  crust	  (the	  	  
strong	  pinning	  region)	  	  
(Haskell	  et	  al	  2012;	  Seveso	  et	  al	  2012)	  

ΔI	  reduced	  by	  factor	  of	  5	  
I	  reduced	  by	  factor	  of	  2-‐100	  
ΔI	  reduced	  by	  factor	  of	  approx.	  10	  
	  
SaRsfied	  by	  “reasonable”	  EOSs?	  

TesRng	  glitch	  models	  with	  nuclear	  experiment	  

Yg?	  



TesRng	  glitch	  models	  with	  nuclear	  experiment	  



TesRng	  glitch	  models:	  naïve	  community	  constraint	  L=35-‐86MeV	  

Yg<0.85	   Need	  more	  than	  just	  crust	  



TesRng	  glitch	  models:	  overlap	  of	  experimental	  J-‐L	  correlaRons	  
L=44-‐66MeV	  

Yg<0.7	   Need	  more	  than	  just	  crust	  



TesRng	  glitch	  models:	  electroweak	  measurement	  of	  Pb208	  neutron	  skin	  
(PREX:	  Abrahamyan	  et	  al	  PRL108	  2012)	  

unconstraining	   Yg	  <0.1	  



TesRng	  glitch	  models:	  coherent	  pion	  photoproducRon	  measurement	  of	  
Pb208	  neutron	  skin	  (Tarbert	  et	  al	  PRL112	  2014)	  

Yg<0.5	   Need	  more	  than	  just	  crust	  



TesRng	  glitch	  models	  with	  nuclear	  experiment	  

At	  odds	  with	  nuclear	  experiment	  
unless	  core	  neutron	  coupling	  very	  weak	  

Consistent	  with	  nuclear	  experiment,	  
As	  long	  as	  significant	  fracRon	  of	  core	  neutrons	  
not	  coupled	  on	  Rmescales	  of	  order	  min	  



The	  FormaRon	  of	  J0737-‐3039b	  

 
•  low orbital eccentricity e = 0.088 (rather circular for a system that’s undergone 2 SNe) 
•  Low mass of pulsar B: ≈1.25 MSUN 
•  Low transverse velocity of J0737-3039 (vt ≈ 10km/s) – statistically unlikely that SNB  
  provided a large kick 
•  Small angle between pulsar A’s spin and orbital angular momentum 
•  Stability of pulsar A’s pulse profile 

Suggests an electron-capture supernova 

Pulsar A: Discovered April 2003 
               P = 22.7 ms 
               M = 1.3381 ± 0.0007 MSUN 

Pulsar B: Discovered Dec 2003 
               P = 2.77 s 
               M = 1.2489 ± 0.0007 MSUN 



e-capture SN: important features 
•  thought to be responsible for (at least some of)Type Ib/c Sne 
•  how the lowest mass stars that undergo supernovae, do so 
•  timescale for explosion much shorter than timescale for large instabilities to develop 
   – symmetric SN > low kick 
•  ONeMg Core collapses at a a well defined mass of ≈ 1.37 MSUN 
•  Simulations indicate very little core mass ejected during supernova ( < 10-3 MSUN) 
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The	  FormaRon	  of	  J0737-‐3039b	  



The	  FormaRon	  of	  1756-‐2251b	  



PSR1756-‐2251m:	  1.23+/-‐0.007	  M
SUN	  	  

PSR	  J0737-‐3039b:	  1.2489+/-‐0.0007	  

TesRng	  stellar	  evoluRon:	  Observed	  gravitaRonal	  mass	  +	  gravitaRonal	  
binding	  energy	  (EOS	  dependent)	  =	  esRmate	  of	  progenitor	  baryon	  mass	  

Newton,	  Li,	  PRC80,	  2009	  



PSR1756-‐2251b:	  1.23+/-‐0.007	  M
SUN	  	  

PSR	  J0737-‐3039b:	  1.2489+/-‐0.0007	  

Progenitor	  mass	  range	  from	  simulaRon*	  

*Podsiadlowski	  et	  al,	  MNRAS361,	  2005;	  Kitaura	  et	  al	  A&A450,	  2006;	  Wanajo	  et	  al	  ApJL15,	  2011	  	  

TesRng	  stellar	  evoluRon	  



PSR1756-‐2251b:	  1.23+/-‐0.007	  M
SUN	  	  

PSR	  J0737-‐3039b:	  1.2489+/-‐0.0007	  

Progenitor	  mass	  range	  from	  simulaRon*	  

*Podsiadlowski	  et	  al,	  MNRAS361,	  2005;	  Kitaura	  et	  al	  A&A450,	  2006;	  Wanajo	  et	  al	  ApJL15,	  2011	  	  

PSR1756-‐2251b	  inconsistent	  

TesRng	  stellar	  evoluRon:	  naïve	  community	  constraint	  L=35-‐86MeV	  



PSR1756-‐2251b:	  1.23+/-‐0.007	  M
SUN	  	  

PSR	  J0737-‐3039b:	  1.2489+/-‐0.0007	  

Progenitor	  mass	  range	  from	  simulaRon*	  

*Podsiadlowski	  et	  al,	  MNRAS361,	  2005;	  Kitaura	  et	  al	  A&A450,	  2006;	  Wanajo	  et	  al	  ApJL15,	  2011	  	  

PSR1756-‐2251b	  inconsistent	  

TesRng	  stellar	  evoluRon:	  overlap	  of	  experimental	  J-‐L	  correlaRons	  
L=44-‐66MeV	  



PSR1756-‐2251m:	  1.23+/-‐0.007	  M
SUN	  	  

PSR	  J0737-‐3039b:	  1.2489+/-‐0.0007	  

Progenitor	  mass	  range	  from	  simulaRon*	  

*Podsiadlowski	  et	  al,	  MNRAS361,	  2005;	  Kitaura	  et	  al	  A&A450,	  2006;	  Wanajo	  et	  al	  ApJL15,	  2011	  	  

Both	  systems	  consistent	  with	  e-‐capture	  SN	  formaRon	  scenario	  

TesRng	  stellar	  evoluRon:	  coherent	  pion	  photoproducRon	  measurement	  
of	  Pb208	  neutron	  skin	  (Tarbert	  et	  al	  PRL112	  2014)	  



PSR1756-‐2251m:	  1.23+/-‐0.007	  M
SUN	  	  

PSR	  J0737-‐3039b:	  1.2489+/-‐0.0007	  

Progenitor	  mass	  range	  from	  simulaRon*	  

*Podsiadlowski	  et	  al,	  MNRAS361,	  2005;	  Kitaura	  et	  al	  A&A450,	  2006;	  Wanajo	  et	  al	  ApJL15,	  2011	  	  

Both	  systems	  (just	  about)	  consistent	  with	  e-‐capture	  SN	  formaRon	  scenario	  

TesRng	  stellar	  evoluRon:	  electroweak	  measurement	  of	  Pb208	  neutron	  
skin	  (PREX:	  Abrahamyan	  et	  al	  PRL108	  2012)	  



Can	  we	  add	  to	  the	  wealth	  of	  experimental	  constraints	  on	  L	  from	  
mul&ple	  independent	  astrophysical	  observables?	  

Combined	  mass/radius	  constraints	  

Lakmer,Steiner	  EPJA50,	  40	  (2014)	  

}	  



Quick	  review	  of	  symmetry	  energy	  constraints	  from	  astrophysical	  
observables:	  Cooling	  rate	  of	  Cas	  A	  

•  Rapid	  cooling	  evidence	  of	  superfluid	  phase	  transiRon	  	  
	  (Page	  et	  al	  PRL106,	  2011;	  Shternin	  et	  al	  MNRAS	  L108,	  2011)	  	  	  

•  Subsequent	  analysis	  of	  Chandra	  data	  taken	  over	  the	  previous	  decade	  è	  evidence	  for	  rapid	  	  
decrease	  in	  surface	  temperature	  by	  ≈	  4%/decade	  (Heinke	  &	  Ho	  2010).	  
•  Detailed	  analysis	  of	  Chandra	  	  all	  X-‐ray	  detectors	  and	  modes	  è	  2-‐5.5%	  temperature	  	  
decline	  over	  the	  same	  Rme	  interval	  (Elshamouty	  et	  al.	  2013).	  	  
•  Posselt	  et	  al;	  ApJ779,	  186	  –	  Chandra	  Cas	  A	  data	  consistent	  with	  no	  cooling	  in	  past	  decade	  
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Quick	  review	  of	  symmetry	  energy	  constraints	  from	  astrophysical	  
observables:	  Cooling	  rate	  of	  Cas	  A	  

Newton,	  Murphy,	  Hooker,	  Li,	  ApJL	  2013	  



Quick	  review	  of	  symmetry	  energy	  constraints	  from	  astrophysical	  
observables:	  Cooling	  rate	  of	  Cas	  A	  

•  Rapid	  cooling	  evidence	  of	  superfluid	  phase	  transiRon	  	  
	  (Page	  et	  al	  PRL106,	  2011;	  Shternin	  et	  al	  MNRAS	  L108,	  2011)	  	  	  

•  Subsequent	  analysis	  of	  Chandra	  data	  taken	  over	  the	  previous	  decade	  è	  evidence	  for	  rapid	  	  
decrease	  in	  surface	  temperature	  by	  ≈	  4%/decade	  (Heinke	  &	  Ho	  2010).	  
•  Detailed	  analysis	  of	  Chandra	  	  all	  X-‐ray	  detectors	  and	  modes	  è	  2-‐5.5%	  temperature	  	  
decline	  over	  the	  same	  Rme	  interval	  (Elshamouty	  et	  al.	  2013).	  	  
•  Posselt	  et	  al;	  ApJ779,	  186	  –	  Chandra	  Cas	  A	  data	  consistent	  with	  no	  cooling	  in	  past	  decade	  
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(2005). Data were recorded in the Goodxenon_2s mode that
allows for time resolution up to!1 !s. The hyperflare intensity
profile, folded at the rotational frequency (see Fig. 1), shows three
peaks. In subsequent discussions we refer to these as peaks 1, 2,
and 3, in order of decreasing peak intensity. We refer to the
region of pulse phase between peaks 2 and 3 as the ‘‘interpulse’’
region.

2.1. Kilohertz Oscillations

Since previous studies have shown the !90 Hz QPO to be
extremely robust and its approximate location in rotational
phase has been linked to the interpulse region, by both Israel et al.
(2005) and Watts & Strohmayer (2006), we began our study by
computing average power spectra around this phase range, but for
a sequence of different time intervals during the flare. We used 3 s
intervals to compute each individual power spectrum and we
initially restricted our search to a Nyquist frequency of 4096 Hz,
although these PCA data can, in principle, be used to sample to
much higher frequencies. We found a significant signal at 625 Hz
in power spectra computed from approximately the last third of
the hyperflare. We now discuss the detection, significance, and
properties of this oscillation.

Figure 2 shows an average power spectrum computed from
nine successive rotations starting approximately 190 s after the
onset of the hyperflare. Shown in Figure 1 are both the time interval
during the flare (top) and the phase region (bottom, dashed lines)
used in computing this spectrum. This power spectrum has a
prominent feature at 625 Hz, and the QPO at 92 Hz is also clearly
detected. To estimate the significance of the 625 Hz feature, we ex-
tended the frequency range to 65 kHz and used all frequency bins
above 800 Hz to estimate the noise power distribution. Figure 2
shows the power spectrum to 65 kHz (main panel), as well as the
distribution of noise powers (inset). We fit the noise power histo-
gram with a "2 function and found a reasonable fit for 87 de-

grees of freedom (dof ) and a small reduction in the Poisson
level of 0.01. This function is also plotted in Figure 2 (inset,
solid curve). Using this noise distribution we find a single trial
significance of 7 ; 10"11 for the 625 Hz feature. The power spec-
trum has 1536 bins up to 4096Hz (2.66Hz resolution), whichwas
the top end of our search range. We emphasize that we extended
the frequency range only after the search, simply to better char-
acterize the noise power distribution. This gives a probability
of 1:1 ; 10"7 to find a peak this high in the power spectrum. The
spectrum shown in Figure 2 was one of a sequence from across
the entire duration of the flare.We computed these by overlapping
the time intervals, so each spectrum in the sequence is not fully
independent. However, even using the total number of spectra
computed (47), we have a significance <1 ; 10"5, so this is a
robust detection.We fit theQPOwith a Lorentzian profile and find
a center frequency and width of 625:5 # 0:15 and 1:8 # 0:4 Hz,
respectively. The 625 Hz QPO has an average amplitude during
this interval of 8:5%.We further note that the strength of the 625Hz
feature is comparable to that of the 92 Hz signal, which provides
additional confidence that it is not simply a statistical fluctuation.
We searched the RHESSI data to see if there was any indication

of a simultaneous 625 Hz peak but did not detect anything sig-
nificant at this time. This is, however, not surprising given the
amplitude and the fact that for such high frequencies we can only
use the RHESSI front segments, which have a much lower count
rate than RXTE (see the discussion in Watts & Strohmayer 2006).
In addition, the RXTE signal is strongest at energies less than
45 keV; at low energies theRHESSI spectrum exhibitsmuch higher
background levels, which could swamp such a weak signal.
We computed dynamic power spectra in the vicinity of 625 Hz

to search for time dependence of the signal. The results suggest
that the 625 Hz oscillation is most strongly associated with the
falling edge of peak 2 of the pulse profile and that it’s amplitude
can vary strongly with time. For example, Figure 3 shows a

Fig. 1.—X-ray intensity of the 2004 December hyperflare as measured by the
PCA (top) and the average pulse profile (bottom). The curves include all good
events detected in PCA channels 10Y200 (nominal energy band from 4Y90 keV).
The main flare takes place approximately 4 s prior to the zero on the timescale. The
time interval in which the 625Hz oscillation was detected is marked by the vertical
dashed lines (top). The vertical lines in the bottomplot denote the phase ranges used
to compute power spectra shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 5 (dashed line), 6 (dash-dotted
line), and 7 (dotted line). The text refers to peaks 1, 2, and 3: peak 1 is at phase
!0.8, peak 2 at !0.1, and peak 3 at !0.6.

Fig. 2.—Average power spectrum from a portion of the hyperflare from SGR
1806"20 (main panel ). We averaged nine 3 s power spectra from the time interval
marked by the vertical dashed lines in the top panel of Fig. 1. The frequency
resolution is 2.66 Hz. The inset panel shows the distribution of noise powers
computed from the frequency range 800Y65,536 Hz as well as the best fitting "2

distribution (solid line). The distribution is plotted in units of #-values. The vertical
dashed line marks the peak power of the 625 Hz feature. See the text for further
discussion.
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claims of Israel et al. (2005) that signals at !30 and 92 Hz are
present toward the end of the hyperflare. These QPOs are ex-
tremely significant; for example, we conservatively estimate
the significance of the 30 Hz QPO at 1:4 ; 10"11, and the 90 Hz
feature is even more significant. These QPOs can be fitted with
Lorentzian profiles. Based on such fits we find centroid frequen-
cies of 28:98 # 0:4 and 92:9 # 0:2Hz, quality factors (!0/!!) of
7 # 0:8 and 39 # 5, and average amplitudes of 20:5% # 3%
and 19:2% # 2%, respectively.

The 30 Hz feature in the RXTE spectrum is far more significant
than the weaker feature at 30 Hz found in the RHESSI spectrum.
This is at first glance surprising, since RHESSI has a higher count
rate once the rear segments are included. There are, however,
several factors that probably contribute to this discrepancy. First,
we are in the interpulse region, where RHESSI’s high background
levels are more important. Second, one cycle of this time period
was excised from the RHESSI data because of an artificial spike
in count rate as a protective attenuator was removed. In addi-
tion, as discussed above, we find occasions in which the 26 Hz
QPO appears far more prominently in the RXTE data than in the
RHESSI data, suggesting that other factors, such as scattering off
the spacecraft and the Earth, may reduce RHESSI’s effectiveness
and offset the higher count rate.

2.4. Amplitude Variation and Frequency Drift

In the periods when they are detected, the QPOs are far from
static. Their amplitudes wax and wane, and there is evidence for
frequency shifts and possible multiplet splitting. In Figure 9 we
show a sequence of dynamical power spectra for the peak 2/
interpulse region, for the time period when the 92.5 Hz QPO is
active. The presence of the strong QPO at this frequency from

Fig. 7.—Average power spectra computed for RXTE and RHESSI data, for one cycle in which either the 18 Hz or the 26 Hz QPO is particularly strong in the RHESSI data
set. Each power spectrum has 1 Hz frequency resolution, and is computed using 0.3 rotational cycles. The interval shown for the!18 Hz QPO starts 89 s after the main flare;
that for the !26 Hz QPO starts 127 s after the main flare. Simultaneous peaks are seen in the RXTE data despite the apparent count rate disadvantages of RXTE.

Fig. 8.—Average power spectrum from the interpulse region during the same
time interval in which the 625 Hz oscillation was detected. The phase interval used
for the average spectrum ismarkedwith vertical dotted lines in Fig. 1. StrongQPOs
at 29 and 92 Hz are clearly detected. See the text for additional discussion.

2004 HYPERFLARE FROM SGR 1806"20 597No. 1, 2006

T.	  E.	  Strohmayer,	  A.	  L.	  Wa@s,	  APJ	  653,	  (2006)	  
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Figure 7. (Color online) The frequency of the fundamental tor-
sional oscillation mode (top) and the first overtone (bottom) in
the the crust for a 1.4M! as a function of the slope of the nuclear
symmetry energy L. The circles and triangles show the frequency
assuming the shear modulus in the pasta phases to be that of a
Coulomb lattice; the triangles take into account the entrainment
of the superfluid neutrons by the nuclear clusters. The squares
and diamonds show the frequency assuming the shear modulus
in the pasta phase to be zero (i.e. liquid pasta); the diamonds
take into account the entrainment of the superfluid neutrons by
the nuclear clusters. The dashed lines show possible candidate
frequencies for the fundamental modes; 18, 26, 28, 30Hz in the
fundamental frequency range and 84, 92, 150, 155Hz in the range
of the first overtone.

SGRs only at the lowest values of L. If the pasta phases are
liquid, the frequency falls by a factor of 3, making it difficult
to match the 28Hz frequency observed, and being consistent
with the 18Hz observed frequency only at the lowest value of
L. Compare to the effects of superfluidity, the effects of liq-
uid pasta are about a factor of 4 larger. It should be noted
that the observed frequencies could also be explained by
core Alfvén waves (Sotani et al. 2008). n = 0 modes scale
with [(l + 2)(l − 1)]1/2, so higher-l modes will show a sim-
ilar effect of the pasta phases. The same trend is present
for the first overtone. It is interesting to note that the ob-
served 625Hz mode, often cited as the main candidate for
the first overtone, is consistent only with low L < 50 MeV
and solid pasta, whereas the lower observed frequencies 84-
155Hz, which are often matched with n = 0, l > 2 modes,
are consistent with a wider range of L, 60-110 MeV, and
pasta properties.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the pasta phases can have a
very significant effect on observable neutron star phenom-
ena, reducing the frequencies of crustal torsional modes by
up to a factor of 3 and the maximum quadrupole ellipticity
sustainable by the crust by an order of magnitude. The ef-

fect of the pasta phases is comparable with other transport
properties such as entrainment of superfluid neutrons. In ad-
dition, we have demonstrated that a consistent treatment of
the crust composition and core equation of state is required
in modeling these phenomena, and that when one uses such
a consistent treatment the possibility of constraining the nu-
clear symmetry energy at densities around saturation using
astrophysical observations emerges. The models of torsional
modes and mountain building in neutron star crusts have
many other uncertainties. Having a diverse range of neu-
tron star phenomena amenable to independent observation
allows one to check the consistency of our models; study-
ing the signature of nuclear matter properties in such phe-
nomena opens up another set of constraints from nuclear
experiment.

Clearly, more work needs to be done investigating the
likely structure of the pasta phases over a variety of length
scales and estimating their actual shear modulus. This is
likely to depend on the particular shapes present. One
also cannot ignore temperature effects, especially for the
long timescale process of accreting material onto the crust
(Chugunov & Horowitz 2010). The pasta phases are likely
to be disordered on length scales of ≈ 100 cell lengths due
to thermal fluctuations (Watanabe et al. 2000); however,
we cannot rule out some ordering mechanism involving, for
example, the magnetic field. One might envisage the cylin-
ders or slabs aligning along a particular direction, giving
the phases liquid crystal-like properties (Pethick & Potekhin
1998). The approximation of pasta being a liquid may be
quite good for accretion processes which build mountains,
as it is known that many complex fluids exhibit continuous
flow in response to stress applied slowly over long timescales.
A more microscopic treatment of crustal matter, including
shell effects of nuclei and dripped neutrons, is also necessary
for a more realistic determination of the transition densities
and superfluid effects. We hope that demonstrating the fea-
sibility of setting limits on those properties observationally
provides additional motivation for these further studies.

While finalizing this manuscript, we learned of a simi-
lar study which focusses on the torsional crust oscillations
(Sotani 2011). We briefly comment on how our study com-
pares with the results obtained there. The main difference is
that, whereas we use approximate methods for the descrip-
tion of the torsional modes and a consistent treatment of
crust and core EoS, Sotani (2011) uses a more sophisticated
calculation of the crustal frequencies, but a specific crust
and core EoS which are not consistent with each other. The
core EoS used in Sotani (2011) is relatively stiff, giving neu-
tron star radii consistent in our model with L > 100 MeV
(Sotani et al. 2008), putting it outside of current best experi-
mental and observational estimates (Steiner et al. 2010). The
crustal composition model is that of Douchin and Haensel
(DH) (Douchin & Haensel 2001), using the SLy4 EoS with
L = 46 MeV. The transition density to the pasta phases
is taken as a free parameter rather than emerging consis-
tently from the crustal model (indeed, the DH EoS predicts
no pasta phases); the lower value taken, nt ≈ 0.007 fm−3,
is well below that which is realistically expected from liq-
uid drop and more microscopic models. The range we find is
0.05 - 0.07 fm−3

≡ 7× 1013 − 1014 g cm−3. The differences
in our methods makes a direct comparison of our results
difficult. For example, Sotani (2011) obtains a fundamental

•  If	  one	  of	  the	  low	  frequency	  QPOs	  is	  the	  	  
fundamental	  frequency,	  L	  <	  60MeV	  and	  
pasta	  has	  shear	  modulus	  close	  to	  that	  of	  	  
crustal	  lakce	  
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Conclusions	  

•  We	  have	  entered	  an	  era	  where	  a	  significant	  number	  of	  independent	  astrophysical	  
observables	  are	  placing	  quanRtaRve	  constraints	  on	  symmetry	  energy	  parameters	  
•  Many	  sRll	  depend	  criRcally	  on	  the	  details	  of	  the	  astrophysical	  model	  
•  With	  consistent	  nuclear	  physics	  modeling,	  details	  of	  astrophysical	  models	  can	  now	  	  
	  	  	   	  be	  tested	  using	  nuclear	  experimental	  data;	  more	  speculaRve	  mechanisms	  assessed	  in	  

	  the	  light	  of	  independent	  nuclear	  and	  astrophysical	  data	  
	  

Review	  of	  symmetry	  energy	  constraints:	  Newton	  et	  al,	  EPJA	  50,41	  (2014)	  



Evidence	  of	  Pasta?	  
•  The	  populaRon	  of	  young	  X-‐ray	  pulsars	  presents	  	  
a	  cutoff	  in	  Periods	  at	  10s	  
•  MagneRc	  field	  must	  decay	  sufficiently	  fast	  	  
•  Requires	  very	  high	  electrical	  resisRvity	  
in	  crust	  >	  highly	  disordered	  crust	  
•  SimulaRons/post-‐thermonuclear	  burst	  cooling	  
suggesRve	  of	  quite	  pure	  crust	  (Hughto	  et	  al	  PRE84	  	  
(2011),	  Shternin	  et	  al	  MNRAS382	  (2007,	  Brown	  and	  
Cumming,	  ApJ698,	  (2009))	  
•  SuggesRve	  of	  very	  disordered	  layer	  at	  base	  of	  crust	  
•  A	  lot	  of	  pasta	  favors	  soz	  symmetry	  energy	  

Pons,	  Vigano	  and	  Rea,	  Nature,	  2013	  
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and the time at which the i-mode resonance occurs, we
plot the i-mode and gravitational wave frequency versus
time until (PN) coalescence, tc � t = 3tgw/8 (see e.g.
[30]), in Figure 2. The dashed lines trace the leading
order frequency evolution for a given chirp mass M, go-
ing from left to right. When the dashed line intersects
a colored column, it indicates the time and frequency at
which resonance occurs. From this set of EOSs and M,
a wide range of timescale are possible, from . 0.1 s up to
⇡ 20 s before merger. Also plotted as horizontal dotted
lines are the observed precursor times reported in [5].
Although this comparison assumes that the main flare
is nearly coincident with the binary coalescence, certain
constraints can already be inferred. The relatively high
frequency of the i-mode for the SLy4 EOS means that
the resonance only occurs at late times, close to merger.
Only if M . 1M� can such a model give timescales sim-
ilar to the shortest precursors and the longer precursors
may be especially di�cult for this model to replicate.
Other EOS models, such as Gs, Rs, SkI6, and SkO, are
largely consistent with the timescale of precursors, but as
a larger sample of precursor observations are made, dia-
grams such as this will be useful for constraining EOSs.

A binary with unequal mass NSs may excite two pre-
cursor flares separated by a small time delay, due to the
slight di↵erence in the i-mode frequency. However, the
two precursors (13 s, 0.55 s) observed in GRB 090510,
are too far separated to both be explained by our reso-
nant shattering model of precursors, using two NSs with
the same EOS. The 0.55 s flare may alternatively be ev-
idence of direct crust cracking [10] and a delayed main
GRB burst, the formation of a hyper-massive magnetar
before collapse into a black hole [31], or some other flare
mechanism.

Discussion. We explored the resonant excitation by
tides of a mode that is concentrated at the crust/core
boundary of NSs. We demonstrated that the resonance
occurs between ⇠ 0.1 � 20 s prior to merger in NS-NS
or NH-NS binaries. Further work remains to be done
exploring the details of this model, including the e↵ects
of damping on the mode excitation, the e↵ect of more
realistic NS structure, and the detailed physics of the
magnetospheric emission. However, we have shown that
the energetics of the release of mode and elastic energy
and the timescale at which the resonance occurs are sug-
gestive of the precursors of sGRBS. Using this theoretical
framework we demonstrated that interesting constraints
can be placed on the NS crust EOS with comparisons to
precursor observations.

The direct phase change of the gravitational wave-
form due to the resonant excitation of the mode, �� ⇠
(tgwEb

)/(t
orbit

E

orbit

) ⇠ 10�3 rad, is too small to be di-
rectly measured for signal to noise (SNR) <⇠ 1000. How-
ever, coincident timing between the �-ray burst detectors
and the GW detector would allow precise determination
of the mode frequency, coalescence time, main burst de-
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FIG. 2: The time until PN coalescence (tc � t) as a function
of gravitational wave frequency. The dashed lines show the
frequency evolution of inspiraling binaries for di↵erent chirp
masses M as labeled in units of M�. A given binary moves
from left to right in time. The colored columns show the
resonance frequencies f

mode

= f
gw

of a set of crust EOSs
from [15], over a neutron star mass range of 1.2M� (higher
frequency) to 1.7M� (lower frequency). We take 1.2M� as the
smallest plausible companion mass, giving an upper bound on
the precursor times for each EOS. NS-NS systems will have
chirp masses of 1.0 � 1.5M�, and NS-BH systems with 10 �
20M� BH have chirp masses of 2.7 � 4.5M�. The precursor
times for the GRBs reported in [5] are plotted as horizontal
dotted lines.

lay time, and chirp mass. With parameter extraction
from the GW inspiral at the detection threshold with
SNR ⇠ 10, the dominant error in determining the res-
onant frequency is due to the uncertainty in the timing
of the precursor flare, which is of order the precursor
duration. This implies that the mode frequency can be
determined to fractional accuracy �f/f ⇠ 0.1 s/t

gw

⇠
2% (M/1.2)5/3f8/3

100

. Such a measurement would allow us
to tightly constrain the NS physics and parameters that
determine the mode frequency. This is complementary
to the constraints given by GW coalescence measurement
alone, which are sensitive primarily to the core EOS (e.g.
[32, 33]).

Resonant shattering precursor flares are likely to be
fairly isotropic, and thus may be observable even for
sGRBs where the main flare is beamed away from the
Earth. Such flares may also be a source of electromag-
netic emission for higher mass ratio, lower spin NS-BH
mergers where the neutron star does not disrupt to pro-
duce a torus and main sGRB flare [34, 35].
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Observable:	  sGRB	  precursor	  flares	  

•  NS-‐NS	  mergers	  strong	  candidates	  for	  sGRBs	  
•  Precursor	  flares	  observed	  1-‐10s	  before	  4	  GRBs	  
•  Possible	  interpretaRon:	  crust	  sha@ering	  by	  Rdal	  excitaRon	  of	  crustal	  oscillaRon	  mode	  	  
resonance	  (Tsang	  et	  al	  PRL108,	  2012)	  

L	  =	  45	  MeV	  L=95	  MeV	  


